CHAPTER 5
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1|/ Century Brings Trouble for Subprime Mortga ges
As the housing market
began to boom at the
j|>f.fhe twentieth century and into
gprly twenty-first, the market share
ime mortgages climbed from
IQ percent in 1997 to about
Iprcent ot mortgage originations
|>p6. Several factors combined to
pne rapid growth of lending to
Swers with tarnished credit, includjjjjlow interest rate environment,
(^underwriting standards, and
fifbtions in mortgage financing
||as "affordability programs" to
"gase rates of homeownership
| g lower-income borrowers.

Particularly attractive to new home
buyers was the hybrid adjustable rate
mortgage (ARM), which featured a low
introductory interest rate that reset
upward after a preset period of time.
Interest rates began a steady upward
trend beginning in late 2 0 0 4 . In
2 0 0 6 , some $ 3 0 0 billion worth of
adjustable ARMs were reset to higher
rates. In a market with rising home values, a borrower has the option to refinance the mortgage, using some of the
equity created by the home's increasing
value to reduce the mortgage payment.
But after 2 0 0 6 , home prices started a
3-year slide, so refinancing was not an

option for many subprime borrowers.
Instead, borrowers in trouble could try
to convince their lenders to allow a
"short sale," in which the borrower sells
the home for whatever the market will
bear, and the lender agrees to accept
the proceeds from that sale as settlement for the mortgage debt. For lenders
and borrowers alike, foreclosure is the
last, worst option.
• As a reaction to problems in the
subprime area, lenders tightened
lending standards. What effect do
you think this had on the housing
market?
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It is often necessary to calculate the c o m p o u n d annual interest or growth rate (that
is, the annual rate of change in values) of a series of cash flows. Examples include
finding the interest rate on a loan, the rate of growth in sales, and the rate of growth
in earnings. In doing this, we again make use of Equation 5.4. In this case, we w a n t
to solve for the interest rate (or growth rate) representing the increase in value of
some investment between two time periods. Solving Equation 5.4 for r we have

